
Audio Guide

Projector

Cafe

I am a person who
guides visitors through
the museum. You can
ask me questions and
learn interesting facts. 

I am a machine that
plays recorded
information about
artifacts. You can listen
to me to learn more
about the exhibits.

TOUR GUIDE

Auditorium
I am a platform or stage
where performances
and presentations take
place. You can watch
shows and lectures 
on me. 

Art Label
I am a small sign that
tells you the artist's
name and the title of
the artwork. You can
find me next to
paintings.

Scanner
I am a machine that
scans artifacts and
documents their details.
You can use me to
create digital records.

I am a device that
projects images and
videos onto a screen.
You can watch
educational films in the
museum using me.

I am a place to rest and
eat inside the museum.
You can enjoy snacks
and beverages in me. 

I am a person who
works at the museum
and helps visitors. You
can ask me for
directions and
information.

Museum Staff

MUSEUM
SCAVENGER HUNT
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I am a large and
magnificent room
where art is displayed.
You can find famous
paintings and
sculptures in me.

GALLERY

Conservatory
I am a large glass
structure that lets in
natural light. You can
find plants and artwork
inside me.

Suggestion Box
I am a box where
visitors can leave their
feedback and
suggestions. You can
share your thoughts
with us in me.

Statue
I am a sculpture made
of bronze or marble.
You can see me in the
museum's outdoor
garden. 
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Sculpture
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Skeleton Ticket

Desk Artwork Column Brochure

Sculpture Information Weapons Vase

Armor Mask

Spear Crown Drawings Books

Audio guide Stand Sword Painting
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that tells a story

that depicts a landscape

that uses the color red

that evokes strong emotions

that showcases local history

that depicts a dream or imagination

that focuses on environmental issues

that expresses a particular artistic style

that explores the concept of time

that highlights the beauty of nature

that represents a specific time period

PAINTING SCAVENGER
Find a painting...

that depicts wildlife
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that depicts a famous event

that depicts a sports-related theme

that showcases cultural traditions



TOOL SCAVENGER HUNT

used for
communication

used for
 painting

used for 
mining

used for textile
production

used for medical or
surgical purposes

Find a tool...

used for
navigation

used for
cooking

used for
transportation

used for pottery
or ceramics

used for
metalworking

used for
construction

used for 
farming

used for
woodworking

used for hunting
or fishing

used for
printing or

bookbinding
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